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Group’s New Office at Cyberport, the premier IT Hub of Hong Kong

Cyberport is the premier IT Hub of HK with elegant and spacious environment, inspirational and creative setting

Computer And Technologies Holdings Limited has moved to a unique creative digital community –
Cyberport on June 16, 2014 occupying the whole floor with more than 20,000 square feet at Level 10 of
Cyberport 2. Cyberport is a prime office tower with elegant and spacious environment, inspirational and
creative setting, as well as equipped with grade–A office facilities including advanced VRV
air-conditioning system, built-in raise floor with cutting-edge IT and telecommunications facilities.
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In order to meet our tremendous business growth, cater for our business development strategies and
accommodate the increasing business activities with diversity as well as expanding manpower, our
management considered it as the right moment to move to a new premise to build our better foundation
for long term growth.

The new office provides not only more space provision for growth, it also allows us to set aside a
dedicated staff area for colleagues’ gathering during lunch and tea breaks. Our work efficiency has been
improved in this comfortable environment.
We are neighbor of international well-known companies. It is convenient for us to drive collaboration
and innovation through connecting with them in order to create more business opportunities in Asia and
other countries.
Having in charge of the office relocation project, our Group General Admin Manager Ms. Alice Cheng
commented, “With 5 months of collective efforts by Group General Admin, MIS team, colleagues,
designers, vendors and contractors, the relocation project has been successfully accomplished. I would
like to express my greatest gratitude to all of our colleagues contributing to this office relocation project.
I enjoy working in the new office; there is enough space for meeting, enabling us to communicate
effectively to uplift our working efficiency.”
Our Group Chairman Mr. CS Ng said, “We are now well prepared for coming huge opportunities. We
believe people are the key factor for success. We value our staff, care their working environment and
endeavor to provide them with comfortable working environment to stimulate their innovation and
productivity.”

Visitor Management System of HKTDC benefits
to over 600,000 trade buyers every year
Leveraging C&T’s in-depth expertise in delivery mission-critical applications, HKTDC’s new Visitor
Management System (VMS) developed by C&T has been successfully launched to production on 8 May
2014. The new VMS has uplifted HKTDC’s operational efficiency and service quality, enabling them to
maintain their leading position in exhibition industry and create significant value for buyers and
exhibitors so as to build Hong Kong’s economic success.
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Visitor Management System of HKTDC benefits to over 600,000 trade buyers every year

The new VMS aims to benefit over 600,000 trade buyers being served by HKTDC every year. HKTDC’s
on-site registration process has now been further enhanced and it is simple, speedy and convenient.
The new VMS also provides new “mobile registration”, onsite-self-service kiosk to improve user
experience. Besides, it also comes with enhanced input and search functions for better visitor records
management and utilization to support HKTDC in fostering more business opportunities for Hong Kong
companies.
Internal operations of the Council are also benefited by the new VMS. For example, it shortens the
collecting data and generating reports time, and enriches the VMS network architecture and report
function.

Production Rollout of ERKS for GRS enhances
the overall government operation efficiency
C&T

Solutions

has

successfully

rolled

out

the

electronic

recordkeeping system (ERKS) for the Government Records
Service (GRS) in May 2014.
Before the e-Government era, there is no proper electronic
recordkeeping system, all records have to be printed for filing and
managed in paper files. In order to improve this circumstance and
meet the needs, GRS plans to implement an ERKS in its

(Source: GRS website)

organization to manage both electronic and non-electronic records

GRS’ ERKS enhances the overall
government operation efficiency

including electronic mails (e-mails), paper records, microfilms,
spreadsheets, images and text documents.
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C&T was entrusted by GRS and OGCIO to take charge of the overall ERKS project management, taking
the lead in coordinating various parties, resolving conflicts and crisis, overseeing the progress of various
activities, reporting progress regularly and thus ensuring a satisfactory service delivery.
The ERKS for GRS manages electronic records and non-electronic records in an integrated and
consistent manner to enhance the overall Government operational efficiency, enhances better
governance and greater accountability of GRS, improves organizational compliance, reduces cost and
ensures the authenticity, integrity, reliability and usability of records throughout the life cycle of
records.

C&T supports Hong Kong Airport Authority to provide safe, secure
and efficient international airport service to all passengers
With over 10 years’ experience on system development and
maintenance service with Hong Kong Airport Authority (HKAA), C&T
has recently been awarded another two - year framework contracts
from 16 July 2014 to 15 July 2016 with an option to extend for a
further one year to continue serving the prestigious long-term
customer. Under these new contracts, C&T will continue to provide
development and maintenance service to the users of HKAA for
their corporate systems and airport systems respectively aiming to
support HKAA to provide safe, secure and efficient international
airport service. These awards once again reaffirmed the recognition

Hong Kong International Airport
provides safe, secure and efficient
international airport service

of our competency in delivering high quality IT services, and our
strong domain knowledge in airport applications.
Under these new framework contracts, we will continuously provide HKAA with various professional
services not only to support their airport operations including the airport management, airport data
control/ flow, baggage handling, passenger flow and airlines management, but also to develop, enhance
and support those applications or platforms which support back office operations, financial
management and internal administration of the Airport Authority.
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Water Supplies Department applies C&T’s solutions
to ensure high standard service delivery
In order to enable WSD to provide a cost-effective and
high-quality water services to Hong Kong, C&T Solutions
upgrades hardware and the related services for migration of
SAS reports for the Customer Care and Billing System (CCBS)
of Water Supplies Department (WSD).
The CCBS is a system developed by C&T Solutions for WSD to

(Source: WSD website)

support their core operations in customer services, billing and

Water Supplies Department applies C&T’s
solutions to ensure high standard service

metering activities, order management, electronic document
management, workforce management and data mining.

In this upgrade, C&T added storage to the IBM V7000 Storage Server, migrated SAS reports to the
CCBS Monthly Report Database Server, enhanced CCBS, managed the enhancements service and kept
the new equipment in proper order to ensure the service delivery of WSD continuously in high standard.

New Projects under SOA-QPS3 helps
Hong Kong SAR Government to strengthen security protection
C&T provides advanced IT solutions including feasibility study,
system implementation and maintenance, network support
services, security risk assessment and security monitoring
services,

independent

testing

services

etc.

to

various

Government departments. In this quarter, C&T has several
opportunities to strengthen security protection of various

Education Department
Drainage Services
Department

departments / bureau of the Hong Kong SAR Government such
as Drainage Services Department, Education Bureau, Highways
Department, Leisure and Cultural Services Department and
Efficiency Unit.

Leisure and Cultural
Services Department

Highways
Department

Our Security Team is delighted to work for various Government departments. We look forward to
cooperating with other government departments and contributing our solid experience and knowledge
to create a better future for Hong Kong.
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IPL HRIS gains more accolades (Q2 2014)
C&T is proud to expand our customer base and signs more IPL
HRIS contracts last quarter to demonstrate our market-leading
position in Hong Kong again. The following are few of the contracts
contributed by a large international law firm, Guardforce (Macau),
Hong Kong Sanatorium & Hospital and the multi-national footwear
company.

C&T’s

client

reduces

cost

and

A large international law firm manages its human capital increases the operational efficiency
effectively

and effectiveness by using C&T’s IPL
HRIS.Net Core system.

With more than 20 years of experience in implementing human resources management (HRM), C&T
successfully signed a contract with one of the largest and longest-established law firms to deliver high
standard HRIS.Net Core system.
Benefiting from the HRIS.NET modules of human capital and administration management, payroll,
leave management and iLeave, their operation cost was not only reduced, their administrative tasks
also become more accurate and consistent, and their entire employee lifecycle could be managed
effectively.

The operation efficiency of Guardforce (Macau) is uplifted by IPL HRIS Core System
Leveraging our successful track records and well established partnership with Guardforce, the security
services market leader has recently extended their usage of IPL HRIS Core System to cover its Macau
operations.
Guardforce (Macau) has recently implemented our human capital, leave management, payroll,
attendance and iLeave modules to save its time and cost. Guardforce (Macau) will benefit from the
plenty of easy-to-use functions being enjoyed by other affiliates of Guardforce in eliminating tedious
clerical work, and responding quickly respond to both management and employee requests.
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C&T’s HRIS contributes to Hong Kong Sanatorium & Hospital’s employee’s development
Hong Kong Sanatorium & Hospital has chosen to use our market-leading human resources management
and payroll application system.
Through our HRIS, their HR manager can manage their employee records and payroll as well as
examine the related data and extract the most business value of the workforce.
Hong Kong Sanatorium & Hospital also makes use of our IPL Training module to allow training managers
accessing any participant quickly and immediately, enable him or her to see the individual’s training
activities, training needs and training program. Their managers can keep track each staff’s current
activities and training history, and list out the class or other activities that the employee needs to
facilitate long-term development planning of each employee.

Multi-national Footwear Company chooses IPL for workforce scheduling solution
IPL HRIS has been traditionally strong in the apparel market for its adaptability to fit the challenging
needs of this industry. With more than 20 years of experience of serving this market segment and
numerous success cases in many large global apparel companies, IPL has gained the confidence of a
multinational footwear company to implement an HR solution back in 2012. With the satisfactory
implementation of that system in 2013, this global footwear company has once again entrusted IPL to
implement a workforce scheduling solution for it.
The workforce scheduling solution to be implemented is based on IPL’s award winning IPL Attendance
and iAttendance Systems. The system simplifies the users’ tasks in setting rosters for their employees
and automates the payroll calculations based on the actual attendance of the staff. Using the system,
the line managers will be able to review and approve the attendance records online, hence do away with
the old manual reviewing and signing on paper.

Not only does it more environmental, it helps save a

lot of the line managers’ time in checking the attendance against the roster, as well as the time of the
HR department in calculating the payroll adjustment based on the attendance variance. Together with
IPL HRIS system’s full built-in support of daily average wage ordinance and the minimal wage
ordinance, such attendance variance will also automatically be taken care to comply with these
regulations.
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Orix Asia fully enjoys the benefit of C&T’s EIMS
Orix Asia has been a Vitova’s long term customer since
2006. This is a good reference case to prove our “Think
Big Start Small” implementation strategy and it helps
customer obtaining the benefit of e-filing solution in short
period of time.
In 2006, Orix switched from a legacy proprietary filing
system to VitalScan mainly because the deployment
could be completed within 2 months. Also, the system
was simulated with Physical Filing Cabinet which general

The staff of Orix Asia Ltd fully enjoy the benefit
of C&T’s document management solution

admin staff was easy to adapt.
After several years of using VitalScan, the customer was seeking advanced features of document
management solution such as email filing and electronic approval. This offered a good opportunity for
Vitova to upsell customer to the added-value and advance features of VitalDoc Enterprise Document
Management System. The upgrade was completed in July. Now, the customer enjoys not only the
benefit of electronic filing but also the improved efficiency in approval process.

Showing C&T’s excellent competency on HRM solutions in
International Soft China 2014 in Beijing

Receiving the award from Mr. Daniel Lai, BBS, JP the Government Chief Information Officer of HKSAR

C&T exhibited our flagship HRM product in the International Soft China 2014 in Beijing Exhibition Centre
from May 28 to May 31, 2014 with attendance of around 80,000 guests and exhibitors from over 20
countries.
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Being a 3-consecutive year winner of the China Outstanding Software Product Award, IPL HRIS was
invited to exhibit at the exhibition to show case our advanced HRM solution to industry leaders and high
ranking government officials in PRC.
Mr. Edmund Lau, President of North Asia of the Group said, “Our success and continue efforts has been
recognized by this international campaign, and it is a tremendous honor to receive this award from Mr.
Daniel Lai, BBS, JP the Government Chief Information Officer of HKSAR.”

Official launch of the first-ever Security and Guarding Services System
in Hong Kong on cloud platform

Official launch of the first-ever Security and Guarding Services System in Hong Kong on cloud platform

Last year, C&T was entrusted by the Chamber of Security Industry (“CSI”) to implement the Security
Cloud which is the first Security and Guarding Services System on cloud platform and mobile devices in
Hong Kong. The project was funded by the Sector Specific Programme of the OGCIO.
The Security Cloud system was official launched on 8 May 2014. Over 100 guests attended the press
conference including industry leaders in security and guarding services, property management and
parking management.
The Security Cloud system makes use of GPS, Cloud computing and handheld devices to provide an
innovative teleprotection system for end-user anywhere within Hong Kong to manage the
teleprotection, attendance of guards, patrolling and incident reporting. Moreover, the system allows
security personnel, especially those manning remote to report that they are safe in workplace.
The system helps companies in security service industry to improve the staff safety and operation
efficiency. The system is developed as Open Source Software and hence the source files are available to
download for free at CSI website. This project provides a cost effective, secure and stable platform to
the industry.
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C&T’s Grand Opening followed by movie show
to encourage work-life balance

Party to celebrate C&T’s Grand Opening followed by movie show

To celebrate C&T’s Grand Opening and to maintain a work-life balance, an opening party was held with
roast pork cutting and refreshment food and drink. It was followed by a movie show in Cyberport
cinema with over 160 C&T colleagues and their families watching the 3D movie “Transformers: Age of
Extinction”. Both events completed successfully, and all guests enjoy both events very much.

Computer And Technologies Holdings Limited (SEHK: 0046)
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